
Zoom Walk through -Jan 2021 

Let us walk through all the buttons to welcome you to an excellent experience in Zoom 

 

 In the top right, the ! Indicates people are logging in using phone-in methods. The host does the recording for later uses and 
can be paused or stopped as they need. The red circle is demonstrating local hard drive recording. There is also a logo for cloud recording not 
shown here. Live at Rev.com is transcription services. Live at social media service- will also be indicated here. 

 Changing your view is done here.  

Gallery view is every participant in pages. 

 Speaker view is just that presenters’ camera view 

When screen sharing is occurring: Standard view shows ¾ of the screen share and ¼ roughly (adjustable) the 
presenter’s camera 

 

Annotate- if available, allows you to write on top of the active screen- others can see this. Please do not do this during an event. 

In the top left  the _ will minimize zoom. will allow us to put it into a window. 
X will close the Zoom application  
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Controlling the experience can be done by clicking on the mute or unmute- if you 
have a microphone. If you want a quick word in, you can press the space bar- while 
you hold the space bar down, it will unmute. ALT+ A is a keyboard on and off feature 
if your mouse dies.  

Pressing on the up arrow beside the microphone, you can change the 
microphone or speaker out playing sound for you. For example, if you 
have a headset versus the one on the laptop (usually located in the space 
between the monitor and the top of the keyboard or below the bottom 
of the keyboard- it will look like a small dusty dot). If you are struggling to 
get great sound, try the same as the system. You can also use the phone 
in the method using “switch to Phone audio”  if the sound from your 
laptop or computer is inferior. If your internet is prolonged, switching to 
phone audio will allow your internet connection to support better video 
quality.  
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You can click on the “Stop Video” to turn off people seeing you. Just like above, if you 
have multiple cameras, you can switch. If you are currently being viewed and people can’t 
see you, there may be something physically covering the camera. On many laptops, it is 
very common to have a physical sliding privacy slide over the camera. (they may be stiff if 
you have not used the slide yet) A green or red light beside the camera may also indicate 
it is active, even if it doesn’t have a privacy screen 

Virtual Backgrounds are super fun to play with, and the ability to use them is determined 
by your computer being able to perform live video editing. Using a green screen is easier 
on the computer, having a filter and virtual background. Green screens/sheets make it 
easier on the computer to filter out the other items surrounding you. If you would like to 
get a green screen Amazon, fabric stores and yes, even matte/flat solid green bed sheets 
can help.   Filters all for video frames and fun video viewing of yourself to others- worth  
playing with- it is fun 

 

The Participants button will create a side bar to the right, as 
seen here without the explanation arrows. 

This means we can all see who(m) is/are making noises. Be it 
discussions, heavy breathing (too close to the mic), dogs or the 
environment. As hosts, we can mute you or ask you to unmute 
here. Also, just below the search bar, the host can allow 
people into the meeting/webinar on this screen if the meeting 
is set up to limit entry. (or if the license accommodates this) 

If you want to invite someone to the fantastic event, you can 
do so at the bottom for Treppen Tuesday! The pop up for 
when you click invite is on the next page. 
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< this popup will allow you to email when you click the Copy link or copy invitation, 
which you can then paste into an email. The K person is on my account we share. 

 

 

Once you press the chat button – a sidebar opens at 
first; the down arrow allows you to change this. - 
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The Chat Button 
allows you to 
chat with other 
participants. 
Click on the 
“Everyone 
button and find 
the specific 
person you’d like 
to talk to 
specifically or 
Everyone.” 
@Name 
occurred when 
the conversation 
was started 
Private, and the 
conversation was 
converted to Everyone after typing began or manually typed it for the benefit of others. 

 

Screen sharing is only open to co-hosts, panellists and hosts. In self-hosted events- Whiteboard is fun to make collaborative notes, pictures and 
teaching tools. 

 

Recording may be turned on or off by the host within the zoom website meeting settings. Webinars cost extra and designed for social media 
broadcasting. 
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Reactions will show below and the thumbs up is demonstrated from the gallery view (with a virtual backround on). You or the host can ‘lower 
your hand.’ 

 

  

 


